CORE 2018/19 FORM REVIEW – PROPOSALS
Summary
This paper presents proposals being considered for the 2018/19 CORE Lettings Log.
CORE data providers are invited to provide feedback on these proposals. This
feedback will be taken into account along with that provided by local authorities via a
CLIP housing meeting and that from other stakeholders to produce a final set of
2018/19 log revisions for the single data list Gateway Group.
Background
Data is collected on social housing lettings from local authorities and private
registered providers on a continual basis during the year via the CORE (COntinuous
REcording) system. Data are collected on general needs and supported housing let
at social rents and affordable rents. The resultant data is used by social housing
providers as management information, as well as by DCLG policy teams and other
bodies such as the Homes & Communities Agency, National Housing Federation
and the Greater London Authority to inform housing policy. CORE is a requirement
under the single data list.
Each year a review takes place to identify necessary changes to the data collection
forms (aka ‘Logs’), including reductions and deletions, to reflect changes in social
housing activities and to meet new policy and data provider needs. The current
review will affect data collected from April 2018.
The review sought proposals from key stakeholders within DCLG, across
Government and across all social housing providers. These proposals have been
reviewed and assessed by the CORE project team, and a limited set of specific
changes are now being put forward for consideration. There are 6 proposals in this
paper.
This paper presents the consolidated proposals and a copy of how the changes
would appear in the form. We aim to produce a final version of the 2018/19 log by
the beginning of 2018.
Please see the current 2017/18 log for background reference.

Details of Proposals
Question 2ba –
Change type: Adding a new question, to be responded only by those who have
ticked ‘Other’ in question 2b (Type of Main tenancy)
Proposal: New question: If you responded ‘Other’ in question2b, please state
tenancy type.
Rational for change: In around 3% of lettings ‘other’ is ticked meaning that a form of
tenancy other than a secure/assured or licensed tenancy was made. Although the
numbers are small it is important to understand whether there are any other type of
tenancies and possibly add them as new choices in future years.

Question 7 - How much income comes from universal credit, state pensions
or benefits (excluding child & housing benefit, council tax support or tax
credit)
Type of change: Change of wording to existing question
Proposed Change (in red): How much income comes from UC, state pensions or
benefits (excluding child & housing benefit, UC housing element, council tax support
or tax credit)
Rationale for Change: Data providers should also exclude the housing element of
universal credit when stating how much income comes from universal credit.

Question 8 - Tenant’s and partner’s net weekly income (after tax deductions)
Type of change: Change of wording to existing question
Proposed Change (in red): For those receiving Universal Credit, enter net weekly
income from employment, pensions and Universal Credit. Exclude child benefit,
housing element of universal credit and council tax support)
Rationale for Change: Data providers should also exclude the housing element of
universal credit when stating the tenant’s and partner’s net weekly income for those
receiving universal credit.
Question 9a. In the tenant’s view what was the main reason the household left
their last settled home

Type of Change: Change of categories – two categories split into four new
categories.
Proposal for Change: Categories 32 (End of Assured shorthold or Fixed Term
tenancy- on a ‘no fault’ basis) and 33 (End of Assured shorthold or Fixed Term
tenancy – eviction; tenant at fault) to be split into four new categories (in red):
Category 40 End of assured shorthold tenancy – no fault
Category 41 End of assured shorthold tenancy- eviction; tenant at fault
Category 42 End of fixed term tenancy – no fault
Category 43 End of fixed term tenancy –eviction; tenant at fault
Rational for Change: We currently combine the end of assured shorthold tenancy
and end of a fixed term tenancy into one of the possible reasons for living the last
settled home. However they cover quite different issues and we would like to be able
to analyse separately.
Question 9aa –
Change type: Adding a new question, to be responded only by those who have
ticked ‘Other’ in question 9a (In the tenant’s view what was the main reason the
household left their last settled home?)
Proposal: New question: If you have responded ‘Other’ in question 9a, please state
the reason for leaving last settled home.
Rational for change: ‘Other’ is one of the most cited reasons for people living their
last settled home. We would like to understand what are the main reasons included
under this category so that we can refocus Question 9a in future years.
Question 12d–
Change type: New question, imbedded in the question ‘Length of residence in the
local authority area of the property being let’
Proposal: New question: How long has the household been in the waiting list of the
local authority district where the new letting is located?
Just moved to Local Authority area
Less than 1 year
1 year but under 2 years
2 years but under 3 years

3 years but under 4 years
4 years but under 5 years
4 years but under 5 years
5 years or more
Don’t know

Rational for change: We are currently lacking of suitable data to assess the waiting
time for social housing at local authority level. In previous attempts to introduce this
question data providers have cited concerns with the fact that applicants may be on
more than one waiting list, but we have phrased the question in a way that it only
refers to the waiting list of the local authority area where the letting is located, to
avoid double counting. We are using the same categories as the question on the
length of residence, for consistency.

